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The Oxford Companion to
Children's Literature - Daniel
Hahn 2015
The last thirty years have
witnessed one of the most
fertile periods in the history of
children's books. A fascinating
reference guide to the world of
children's literature, this
volume covers every genre
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from fairy tales to chapbooks;
school stories to science
fiction; comics to children's
hymns
Gothic Realities - L. Andrew
Cooper 2014-01-10
Eighteenth-century critics
believed Gothic fiction would
inspire deviant sexuality, instill
heretical beliefs, and
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encourage antisocial
violence—this book puts these
beliefs to the test. After
examining the assumptions
behind critics’ fears, it
considers nineteenth-century
concerns about sexual
deviance, showing how
Frankenstein, Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, Dorian Gray, and
other works helped construct
homosexuality as a
pathological, dangerous
phenomenon. It then turns to
television and film, particularly
Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
David DeCoteau’s direct-tovideo movies, to trace
Gothicized sexuality’s lasting
impact. Moving to heretical
beliefs, Gothic Realities
surveys ghost stories from
Dickens’s A Christmas Carol to
Poltergeist, articulating the
relationships between fiction
and the “real” supernatural.
Finally, it considers
connections between Gothic
horror and real-world violence,
especially the tragedies at
Columbine and Virginia Tech.
Ghost-stories of an Antiquary Montague Rhodes James 1912
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New Oxford English - Anne
Powling 1996
New Oxford English Students'
Book 2 has been designed to
cover the requirements of the
National Curriculum at Key
Stage 3. The Students' Book
provides: · A flexible resource
for teaching the National
curriculum, structured around
the four modules · An
integrated approach to
language study at all stages · A
rich and varied range of
authors, poets, and playwrights
from different centuries and
cultures · Language Study
Units at the end of every
module providing extensive
language work from source
texts, which can be used
alongside the featured texts or
separately · IT opportunities
built into the books throughout
· Varied activities in each
module which help to develop
individual and group study
skills
One-Way Ticket. Three
Short Stories. - Oxford
University Press 1991-06
This book is intended for Prizes
won etc.
The Huntington Library
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Quarterly - Henry E.
Huntington Library and Art
Gallery 2007
The Canterville Ghost - With
Audio Level 2 Oxford
Bookworms Library - Oscar
Wilde 2014-09-22
A level 2 Oxford Bookworms
Library graded reader. This
version includes an audio book:
listen to the story as you read.
Retold for Learners of English
by John Escott. There has been
a ghost in the house for three
hundred years, and Lord
Canterville's family have had
enough of it. So Lord
Canterville sells his grand old
house to an American family.
Mr Hiram B. Otis is happy to
buy the house and the ghost because of course Americans
don't believe in ghosts. The
Canterville ghost has great
plans to frighten the life out of
the Otis family. But Americans
don't frighten easily especially not two noisy little
boys - and the poor ghost has a
few surprises waiting for him.
Report of the Joint Select
Committee to Inquire Into the
Condition of Affairs in the Late
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Insurrectionary States, So Far
as Regards the Execution of
the Laws, and Safety of the
Lives and Property of the
Citizens of the United States
and Testimony Taken:
Testimony taken by the
committee (June 8-Nov. 17,
1871) Mississippi - United
States. Congress. Joint Select
Committee on the Condition of
Affairs in the Late
Insurrectionary States 1872
Haunting Experiences - Diane
Goldstein 2007-09-15
Ghosts and other supernatural
phenomena are widely
represented throughout
modern culture. They can be
found in any number of
entertainment, commercial,
and other contexts, but popular
media or commodified
representations of ghosts can
be quite different from the
beliefs people hold about them,
based on tradition or direct
experience. Personal belief and
cultural tradition on the one
hand, and popular and
commercial representation on
the other, nevertheless
continually feed each other.
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They frequently share space in
how people think about the
supernatural. In Haunting
Experiences, three well-known
folklorists seek to broaden the
discussion of ghost lore by
examining it from a variety of
angles in various modern
contexts. Diane E. Goldstein,
Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie
Banks Thomas take ghosts
seriously, as they draw on
contemporary scholarship that
emphasizes both the basis of
belief in experience (rather
than mere fantasy) and the
usefulness of ghost stories.
They look closely at the
narrative role of such lore in
matters such as socialization
and gender. And they unravel
the complex mix of mass
media, commodification, and
popular culture that today puts
old spirits into new contexts.
The Cambridge Companion to
Gothic Fiction - Jerrold E Hogle
2002-08-29
Provides a survey of literary
gothicism from its origins in
Renaissance revenge tragedy,
through eighteenth century
novels and plays, to nineteenth
and twentieth century film and
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fiction.
Report of and Testimony United States. Congress Joint
Select Committee on the
Condition of Affairs in the Late
Insurrectionary States 1872
The Oxford Book of Canadian
Ghost Stories - Alberto
Manguel 1990
An FBI informant and former
racist describes the past and
present activities of the Order,
a neo-Nazi group, and how he
went undercover for the FBI to
bring the organization to
justice
Great Ghost Stories of the
World - Alexander Laing 1941
The Oxford Companion to
Twentieth-Century Literature
in English - Jenny Stringer
1996-09-26
This is a unique new reference
book to English-language
writers and writing throughout
the present century, in all
major genres and from all
around the world - from Joseph
Conrad to Will Self, Virginia
Woolf to David Mamet, Ezra
Pound to Peter Carey, James
Joyce to Amy Tan. The
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survivors of the Victorian age
who feature in The Oxford
Companion to TwentiethCentury Literature in English writers such as Thomas Hardy,
Olive Schreiner, Rabindranath
Tagore, Henry James - could
hardly have imagined how
richly diverse `Literature in
English' would become by the
end of the century. Fiction,
plays, poetry, and a whole
range of non-fictional writing
are celebrated in this
informative, readable, and
catholic reference book, which
includes entries on literary
movements, periodicals, and
over 400 individual works, as
well as articles on some 2,400
authors. All the great literary
figures are included, whether
American or Australian, British,
Irish, or Indian, African or
Canadian or Caribbean among them Samuel Beckett,
Edith Wharton, Patrick White,
T. S. Eliot, Derek Walcott, D.
H. Lawrence, Tennessee
Williams, Vladimir Nabokov,
Wole Soyinka, Sylvia Plath - as
well as a wealth of less
obviously canonical writers,
from Anaïs Nin to L. M.
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Montgomery, Bob Dylan to
Terry Pratchett. The book
comes right up to date with
contemporary figures such as
Toni Morrison, Ben Okri,
Salman Rushdie, Carol Shields,
Tim Winton, Nadine Gordimer,
Vikram Seth, Don Delillo, and
many others. Title entries
range from Aaron's Rod to The
Zoo Story; topics from Angry
Young Men, Bestsellers, and
Concrete Poetry to Soap
Opera, Vietnam Writing, and
Westerns. A lively introduction
by John Sutherland highlights
the various and sometimes
contradictory canons that have
emerged over the century, and
the increasingly international
sources of writing in English
which the Companion records.
Catering for all literary tastes,
this is the most comprehensive
single-volume guide to modern
(and postmodern) literature.
The Oxford Classical
Dictionary - Simon
Hornblower 2012-03-29
Completely revised and
updated, the fourth edition of
this established dictionary
offers entries on all aspects of
the classical world. With
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reception and anthropology as
new focus areas and numerous
new entries, it is an essential
reference work for students,
scholars, and teachers of
classics and for anyone with an
interest in the classical era.
Research Handbook on Art and
Law - Jani McCutcheon
2020-01-31
Featuring international
contributions from leading and
emerging scholars, this
innovative Research Handbook
presents a panoramic view of
how law sees visual art, and
how visual art sees law. It
resists the conventional
approach to art and law as
inherently dissonant – one a
discipline preoccupied with
rationality, certainty and
objectivity; the other a creative
enterprise ensconced in the
imaginary and inviting
multiple, unique and subjective
interpretations. Blending these
two distinct disciplines, this
unique Research Handbook
bridges the gap between art
and law.
Report of the Joint Select
Committee to Inquire Into the
Condition of Affairs in the Late
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Insurrectionary States - United
States.Joint Select Committee
to Inquire into the Condition of
Affairs in the Late
Insurrectionary States 1872
Ghost Stories in Late
Renaissance France Timothy Chesters 2011-01-13
This work describes the
ideological, intellectual, and
literary role of ghost stories in
late Renaissance France. It
takes in prominent literary
figures as well as lesser known
tracts and pamphlets to shed
light on the beliefs, fears, and
desires of a period on the
threshold of modernity.
Penelope Fitzgerald - Hugh
Adlington 2018
"First published in 2018 by
Liverpool University Press ...
on behalf of Northcote House
Publishers Ltd"--Title page
verso.
Reports of Committees - United
States. Congress. Senate 1872
Bookworms Library
Teacher's Handbooks - 2000
Free supplementary teaching
material for Stages 1-6 of the
Oxford Bookworms Library.
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Ghost Criminology - Michael
Fiddler 2022-01-18
The haunting effects of crime,
violence, and death in our
history, memory, and media
spaces From Abu Ghraib and
Holocaust death camps to
Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School and slave
plantations, spaces where
violent crimes have occurred
can often become forever
changed, or “haunted,” in the
public imagination. In this
volume, Michael Fiddler, Travis
Linnemann, and Theo Kindynis
bring together an
interdisciplinary group of
distinguished scholars to study
this phenomenon, exploring the
origins, theory, and
methodology of ghost
criminology. Featuring Jeff
Ferrell, Michelle Brown,
Eamon Carrabine, and other
prominent scholars, Ghost
Criminology takes us inside
spaces where the worst crimes
have imprinted themselves on
our history, memory, and
media spaces. Contributors
explore a wide range of these
hauntological topics from a
criminological perspective,
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including the excavation of
graffiti in the London
underground, the phantom of
Robert E. Lee in
Charlottesville, VA, during the
2017 riots, and the ghostly
evidentiary traces of crime in
motel rooms. Ultimately,
Fiddler, Kindynis, and
Linnemann offer ghost
criminology as another way of
seeing, and better
understanding, the lingering
impact of violence, oppression,
and history in today’s world.
Ghost Criminology curates
cutting-edge research to break
exciting new terrain.
The Oxford Companion to
Classical Civilization - Simon
Hornblower 2014
Illustrated with full-color plates
and 140 black-and-white
pictures, an encyclopedic,
exhaustive, and up-to-date
guide contains finely detailed
articles and short reference
notes on the people, places,
and events that shaped ancient
Western civilization. UP.
Supernatural Stories, Ghost
Stories and Strange Tales
from Oxford & Shire - John
Richardson
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Report of the Joint Select
Committee to Inquire Into the
Condition of Affairs in the Late
Insurrectionary States ; Made
to the Two Houses of Congress
February 19, 1872 ; [and
Testimony Taken.]: Testimony
taken by the committee [June
8-Nov. 17, 1871] Mississippi United States. Congress. Joint
select committee on the
condition of affairs in the late
Insurrectionary States 1968
A Brief Guide to Ghost Hunting
- Leo Ruickbie 2013-08-15
There has been an upsurge in
books, television programmes,
films and websites exploring
the reality or otherwise of the
spirit world. Not since the
founding of The Ghost Club in
1862 and the Society for
Psychical Research in 1882 has
ghost hunting been so popular.
Television and the internet, in
particular, have fueled this new
level of interest, creating a
modern media phenomenon
that spans the globe. But while
the demand for information is
high, good information remains
scarce. A Brief Guide to Ghost
Hunting leads us through the
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process of ghost hunting, from
initially weighing the first
report, to choosing equipment,
and investigating and
identifying the phenomena,
with an analysis of the best
places to go looking, methods
of contacting the spirit world,
how to explain paranormal
activity and, crucially, how to
survive the encounter.
However, it is also a book
about ghost hunting itself,
drawing on 130 years of
research in the cavernous
archives of the Society for
Psychical Research and even
older history to find the earliest
ghost stories. A Ghost Hunting
Survey makes use of interviews
with those billing themselves
as ghost hunters to find out
their views, motivations and
experiences. New and original
research makes use of
statistics to map the nebulous
world of apparitions while a
Preliminary Survey of
Hauntings offers an analysis of
923 reported phenomena from
263 locations across the UK.
This is, as far as possible, an
objective presentation of
ghosts and ghost hunting. It is
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no wonder that mainstream
science largely refuses to deal
with the subject: it is too
complicated. Without trying to
convince you of any viewpoint,
this book is intended to help
you understand more.
Accountability in Social
Interaction - Jeffrey D.
Robinson 2016
This volume brings together a
collection of novel,
conversation-analytic studies
addressing the related
concepts of account, motive,
accounting, and accountability,
with the goal of re-exposing
their multiple senses,
reiterating their
interrelationships and, in doing
so, breaking new conceptual
ground and exposing pathways
for future research.
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Book Review Annual - Robert
A. Collins 1988
Agatha Christie, Woman of
Mystery - With Audio Level
2 Oxford Bookworms Library
- John Escott 2014-09-22
A level 2 Oxford Bookworms
Library graded reader. This
version includes an audio book:
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listen to the story as you read.
Written for Learners of English
by John Escott. What does the
name ‘Agatha Christie’ mean?
To many people, it means a
book about a murder mystery –
a ‘whodunnit’. ‘I’m reading an
Agatha Christie,’ people say.
‘I’m not sure who the murderer
is – I think it’s . . .’ But they are
usually wrong, because it is not
easy to guess the murderer’s
name before the end of the
book. But who was Agatha
Christie? What was she like?
Was her life quiet and
unexciting, or was it full of
interest and adventure? Was
there a mystery in her life, too?
Report of the Joint Select
Committee to Inquire Into
the Condition of Affairs in
the Late Insurrectionary
States: Testimony taken by
the Joint Select Committee
to inquire into the condition
of affairs in the late
insurrectionary states:
Mississippi (June 8November 17, 1871) - United
States. Congress. Joint Select
Committee on the Condition of
Affairs in the Late
Insurrectionary States 1872
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The Oxford Book of Victorian
Ghost Stories - Michael Cox
2003
Collection of thirty-five English
ghost stories written during
the Victorian Era.
Oxford Bookworms Library:
Stage 5: Ghost Stories Rosemary Border 2007-12-06
Word count 22,720 Bestseller
The Athenaeum - 1847
Horror Stories - Darryl Jones
2014
Collects twenty-nine classic
nineteenth-century horror tales
from American, Irish, British,
and European authors, with
author information and
explanatory notes.
The Canterville Ghost Level 2
Oxford Bookworms Library Oscar Wilde 2012-02-10
A level 2 Oxford Bookworms
Library graded reader. Retold
for Learners of English by John
Escott. There has been a ghost
in the house for three hundred
years, and Lord Canterville's
family have had enough of it.
So Lord Canterville sells his
grand old house to an
American family. Mr Hiram B.
Otis is happy to buy the house
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and the ghost - because of
course Americans don't believe
in ghosts. The Canterville ghost
has great plans to frighten the
life out of the Otis family. But
Americans don't frighten easily
- especially not two noisy little
boys - and the poor ghost has a
few surprises waiting for him.
Citizenship, nation, empire Peter Yeandle 2016-05-16
Citizenship, nation, empire
investigates the extent to
which popular imperialism
influenced the teaching of
history between 1870 and
1930. It is the first book-length
study to trace the substantial
impact of educational
psychology on the teaching of
history, probing its impact on
textbooks, literacy primers and
teacher-training manuals.
Educationists identified
‘enlightened patriotism’ to be
the core objective of historical
education. This was neither
tub-thumping jingoism, nor
state-prescribed nationalidentity teaching, but rather a
carefully crafted curriculum for
all children which fused civic
as well as imperial ambitions.
The book will be of interest to
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those studying or researching
aspects of English domestic
imperial culture, especially
those concerned with questions
of childhood and schooling,
citizenship, educational
publishing and anglo-British
relations. Given that vitriolic
debates about the politics of
history teaching have endured
into the twenty-first century,
Citizenship, nation, empire is a
timely study of the formative
influences that shaped the
history curriculum in English
schools
The Reformation of Emotions in
the Age of Shakespeare Steven Mullaney 2015-07-13
The crises of faith that
fractured Reformation Europe
also caused crises of individual
and collective identity.
Structures of feeling as well as
structures of belief were
transformed; there was a
reformation of social emotions
as well as a Reformation of
faith. As Steven Mullaney
shows in The Reformation of
Emotions in the Age of
Shakespeare, Elizabethan
popular drama played a
significant role in confronting
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the uncertainties and
unresolved traumas of
Elizabethan Protestant
England. Shakespeare and his
contemporaries—audiences as
well as playwrights—reshaped
popular drama into a new form
of embodied social, critical,
and affective thought.
Examining a variety of works,
from revenge plays to
Shakespeare’s first history
tetralogy and beyond, Mullaney
explores how post-Reformation
drama not only exposed these
faultlines of society on stage
but also provoked playgoers in
the audience to acknowledge
their shared differences. He
demonstrates that our most
lasting works of culture remain
powerful largely because of
their deep roots in the
emotional landscape of their
times.
The Real McCoy and Other
Ghost Stories - Lesley
Thompson 2009-12-10
Are you scared, Gordon?' asks
Heather. Four friends talk of
ghosts in a hotel in Scotland.
That night Gordon sees and
hears something strange in his
room. But is it really the ghost
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of Lord McCoy? These six
stories tell of ghosts - friendly,
sad, and bad - from Britain,
Australia, New Zealand,
America - and Egypt!
Report of the Joint Select
Committee to Inquire Into
the Condition of Affairs in
the Late Insurrectionary
States, Made to the Two
Houses of Congress
February 19, 1872:
Testimony, Mississippi 1872
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The Facts on File
Companion to the British
Short Story - Andrew
Maunder 2007
A comprehensive reference to
short fiction from Great
Britain, Ireland, and the British
Commonwealth. With
approximately 450 entries, this
A-to-Z guide explores the
literary contributions of such
writers as Joseph Conrad,
James Joyce, D H Lawrence,
Rudyard Kipling, Oscar Wilde,
Katherine Mansfield, Martin
Amis, and others.
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